First Flight Depart From Istanbul's New Airport

ANKARA — The first flight of the long-awaited 35 million euro airport in Istanbul, which was initially expected to be operational by the end of this year, has been delayed until December.

German Finance Minister Advocates Steep Rise in National Import Duty

BERLIN — Germany’s finance minister is advocating an increase in the country’s minimum wage. He has also urged the government to consider setting a “living wage” for all workers.

First Migrant to Cross From Turkey into Europe Has Died

BRUSSELS — The first migrant to cross from Turkey into Europe has died after being found dead in the Aegean Sea.

Pakistan Isolates Prophet as Christian Woman Cleared of Blasphemy

ISLAMABAD/LAHORE — Pakistan’s Supreme Court has acquitted a Christian woman who had been sentenced to death for blasphemy.

India, Iraq, Russia Push for Import of Trade Goods

INDIANA — India, Iraq, and Russia have agreed to expand their trade ties, with India and Iraq set to sign a new agreement on the import of goods.
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